Risk & Safety

Reduce corporate risk while increasing driver safety

You need to make sure you have safe drivers on the road. We’re here to make that happen. At Element Fleet Management, we offer a 360° approach to fleet safety. Whether your fleet consists of cars, trucks or equipment, our Risk & Safety program covers you by integrating consultative expertise and experience. Training programs and additional safety services help keep your drivers safe while cutting your expenses and risk.

Our customizable programs help you identify high-risk drivers via driver record checks and driver profile programs. Our solution uniquely offers the ability to integrate data from other select Element products such as telematics and camera violations to further enhance the robustness of the driver profile. Then we provide targeted training for at-risk drivers to improve their driving behavior and skills. And for the accidents that do occur, we provide an integrated accident management solution that reduces costs and gets vehicles back on the road quickly.

For more information, contact your Element account manager or visit elementfleet.com
RISK & SAFETY
Better drivers make for a safer fleet

Our risk and safety programs can be customized to meet your specific needs. We provide the solutions you need to ensure safe drivers.

Motor Vehicle Record (MVR) check
Process managed end-to-end
• Manage compliance, MVRs and grading for pre-hires, employees and secondary drivers
• Ensure compliance with governmental agencies
• MVR monitoring provides early detection of driver violations (US only)
• Facilitate driver authorization process
• Standardized MVR grading across all states/provinces allows for direct comparisons across your fleet
• Documentation stored on secure website
• 24/7 web access to driver records
• Company-wide scorecard identifies top violations across your fleet

Driver risk profile
Individual driver summaries with risk level identification
• Driver records categorized based on fleet policy
• Automated points assignment for citations
• Customized point system to support fleet policy
• MVR data, Element accident data and safety training data provides complete driver risk picture
• Alerts when driver risk level increases
• Data drives training or remedial action

Driver safety kits
Prepares drivers for accidents, breakdowns, or other emergencies
• Customize kits based on fleet needs

Safety training
Driver training is key to reducing risk
• Interactive and engaging web training modules
• Drivers tested on content
• Remedial web training automatically assigned due to accident and/or MVR violations
• Element offers classroom, behind-the-wheel, skid control vehicles, simulators and web training for light to heavy duty truck drivers

Mobile safety app
Eliminate mobile distractions
• Block incoming and outgoing text and voice to a mobile device when the vehicle is moving
• Differentiates drivers from passengers
• Easy installation / solar powered
• Allows navigation apps while blocking texts and calls

Satellite radio driver perk
Reward drivers with SiriusXM
• Recognize drivers with satellite radio access to more than 140 channels of commercial-free entertainment
• Element discounted pricing billed through your monthly Element invoice

800-How’s my driving?
Tracks comments from concerned motorists to identify risky driving behaviors
• Endorsed by National Safety Council
• 24/7 customer call center
• Adhere to customer specific policy